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Abstract—Retinal images vary as observers move through the
environment, but observers seem to have little difficulty recognizing
objects and scenes across changes in view. Although real-world
view changes can be produced both by object rotations (orientation
changes) and by observer movements (viewpoint changes), research
on recognition across views has relied exclusively on display rotations. However, research on spatial reasoning suggests a possible
dissociation between orientation and viewpoint. Here we demonstrate that scene recognition in the real world depends on more
than the retinal projection of the visible array; viewpoint changes
have little effect on detection of layout changes, but equivalent orientation changes disrupt performance significantly. Findings from
our three experiments suggest that scene recognition across view
changes relies on a mechanism that updates a viewer-centered representation during observer movements, a mechanism not available
for orientation changes. These results link findings from spatial
tasks to work on object and scene recognition and highlight the
importance of considering the mechanisms underlying recognition
in real environments.
Models of object and scene recognition largely fall into two groups,
those positing view-dependent recognition and those arguing for viewindependent recognition. Models predicting view dependence typically
argue that each object is represented as one or more distinct views and recognition occurs by aligning current sensations to a stored view (Tarr &
Pinker, 1989; Ullman, 1989) or by interpolating between stored views
(Edelman & Bülthoff, 1992). Models predicting view independence typically argue that objects are stored as structural descriptions and recognition occurs by accessing the structural description from any view that
allows identification of the parts and their relations (e.g., Biederman,
1987). Recognition performance generally supports structural description
models when objects are composed of distinctive, identifiable parts (Biederman, 1987; Biederman & Gerhardstein, 1993; Cooper, Biederman, &
Hummel, 1992; Hummel & Biederman, 1992). Recognition performance
is generally view dependent with stimuli that are not easily distinguishable
by their parts, such as wire-frame objects (Tarr & Pinker, 1989) and bloblike objects (Edelman & Bülthoff, 1992), and with highly overlearned
stimuli such as letters (Corballis, Zbrodoff, Shetzer, & Butler, 1978). Recognition of spatial layouts of groups of objects also seems to be view
dependent (Diwadkar & McNamara, 1997; see also Simons, 1996);
observers are progressively slower to recognize the spatial layout of an
array of objects with increasing changes in the orientation of the array
(Diwadkar & McNamara, 1997).
Proponents of both positions typically study object recognition by
presenting images that simulate rotation in depth or in the picture
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plane in front of a stationary observer. Observers are asked to determine if an object is the same before and after a rotation (i.e., a same/
different or old/new recognition task). If the latency increases or the
accuracy decreases as the difference in orientation between the studied
and tested view increases, recognition is taken to be view dependent.
In contrast, if performance is relatively unaffected by the change in
view, recognition is taken to be view independent. Although this
approach has produced a number of insights into the structure of object
representations, it has neglected a critical distinction: In the real world,
the view of an object (its retinal projection) can change either because
of object motion (e.g., the display rotations typically studied) or
because of the movements of the observer. In fact, most real-world
view changes are caused by observer movements and not by object
rotations; people often move their heads and bodies, causing changes
to their view of an object, but objects generally do not rotate in space
in front of people. Although a change in the retinal projection due to
object rotation may be equivalent to one produced by an observer
moving to a different viewpoint, the underlying mechanisms for object
recognition may be different. That is, object recognition in the real
world may depend on more than just the retinal projection of a static
image.
Researchers studying the development of spatial representations and
spatial reasoning have long distinguished between observer movement
and display rotation (e.g., Huttenlocher & Presson, 1973, 1979; Rieser,
1989; Rieser, Garing, & Young, 1994). For example, Huttenlocher and
Presson (1973, 1979; Presson, 1982) asked subjects to imagine themselves moving to a novel observation point or to imagine a display rotating. Following these imaginary changes, subjects were asked to identify
which object would now be to their left (or other specified directions).
Interestingly, the task was easier after imagining self-motion than after
imagining array rotation (with a different task, performance was better
following imagined rotation).
More direct evidence for a distinction between performance following display rotation and performance following observer movement comes from studies demonstrating the importance of the actual
position and orientation of an observer in spatial reasoning tasks.
Although both young children and adults have difficulty imagining
themselves facing a different direction and pointing to where hidden
surrounding objects would be, the task becomes trivially easy when
they have physically moved to the new observation point (Easton &
Sholl, 1995; Huttenlocher & Presson, 1973; Rieser, 1989). In fact,
observers can point more accurately following physical movement
even when the target environment is entirely imagined from the beginning (Rieser et al., 1994).
Given that acting on the environment requires a viewer-centered
representation, these findings are perfectly reasonable. In order to
complete an action, observers must somehow update their spatial
representations to accommodate changes in their body position and
orientation. That is, the positions of target objects relative to the
observer should be continuously adjusted to reflect the correct relationship. By updating their spatial representations as they move,
observers can accurately interact with their surroundings from
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novel viewing positions. The same principles that apply in spatial
reasoning problems may also be relevant to understanding the
mechanisms underlying the recognition of objects or arrays of
objects across views. In other words, a person’s ability to recognize
objects following changes to their orientation (e.g., simulated rotations) may not reflect his or her true ability to recognize objects following changes in viewing position in the real world. Recognition
may be unaffected by changes to the observer’s viewing position
even when comparable view changes caused by display rotation
produce view-dependent performance.
To examine this hypothesis, we used layouts of familiar objects on
a large circular table. In order to demonstrate that recognition is accurate across shifts in the observer’s viewing position, it is necessary to
use displays that produce view-dependent recognition following display rotation. Otherwise, differences between viewpoint and orientation changes would be undetectable. Recent studies using spatial
layouts of objects as stimuli have found view-dependent recognition
performance across display rotations (Diwadkar & McNamara, 1997;
see also Christou & Bülthoff, 1997, for consistent evidence with virtual reality scenes). These studies also suggest an important parallel
between recognition performance with spatial layouts of objects and
with individual objects. Although studies of recognition of spatial layout may not directly constrain theories of individual object recognition, the intrinsic similarity of the two tasks and the striking parallels
between the patterns of results suggest similar mechanisms for layout
and object representation.
The task used in our studies draws on the methodology of change
detection. In a typical recognition task, observers study a small set of
objects or layouts and then at test try to determine whether a new
instance matches a studied one. By asking subjects to perform a
change detection task (“which object moved”) rather than an old/new
judgment task, we effectively increased the number of studied items;
subjects viewed a new layout on each trial rather than a small set of
layouts at the beginning of the task. As a result, subjects stored only a
single view of each tested layout. This change detection task is fundamentally the same as an old/new recognition task in which the new
layouts are slightly changed versions of the studied targets. The only
difference is that observers must identify the change.
If object and scene recognition rely primarily on the retinal projection of a layout of objects, performance in this task should be identical
regardless of whether a view change is caused by display rotations or
observer movements. Therefore, performance differences between
these conditions would suggest the need for an additional mechanism
to account for real-world observer movements. Here we present three
experiments that explored differences between orientation changes
and viewpoint changes and their effects on the recognition of spatial
layouts of objects. The first experiment was designed to pit changes in
the observer’s position (viewpoint changes) directly against display
rotations (orientation changes).

Apparatus and procedure
Our apparatus was similar to that used by Diwadkar and McNamara
(1997): Five familiar objects (brush, mug, goggles, stapler, and scissors) were randomly assigned to any of nine possible positions on a circular table 1.22 m in diameter (see Fig. 1). On each trial, the observer
viewed a layout of the five objects for 3 s. The table was then occluded
by a curtain for 7 s, and during the occlusion interval, one of the five
objects was moved to a new position on the table. Following this retention interval, the curtain was raised, and the observer was asked to identify which of the five objects had moved. Participants were divided into
two groups. Half the observers moved to a different viewing position
during the retention interval of each trial, and half always viewed the
array from the same viewing position on each trial. Observers who
changed viewing positions simply walked to another chair located
exactly 47° to the left or the right of the original viewing position (calculated from the center of the table).1 As a control for the possibility
that the act of walking from one position to another might affect the
results, observers who viewed the array from the same viewing position
before and after the retention interval walked halfway to the other viewing position and then returned to the initial position on each trial.

EXPERIMENT 1

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the apparatus. Objects displayed on
the table were a brush, a mug, goggles, a stapler, and scissors (represented by the symbols in the figure). Half of the subjects started each
trial at Viewing Position 1, and half started at Viewing Position 2 (see
Method for a complete description of the viewing conditions).

Twenty-four undergraduates at Cornell University voluntarily participated in the experiment in exchange for course credit. All were
informed of their rights as experimental participants.

1. Subjects typically stood up, turned to face the other viewing position,
walked four to five steps in a linear path, turned to face the display, and sat in
a chair facing the center of the array. Thus, their motion included both a
translation and a rotation first away from and then toward the display.

Method
Participants
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experienced an orientation change of 47° when the table rotated, but
an identical view when it was stationary (see Fig. 2).
Prior to each trial, observers in both conditions were told whether or
not the table would rotate, thereby informing them if their view of the
table would be the same or rotated. Observers were aware of the size and
direction of the view change, which were constant on every differentview trial. Prior to the test trials, observers were given practice with the
task to familiarize them with the objects, the viewing positions, and the
magnitude of the view change. Each observer then viewed 40 trials, half
of which involved either an orientation or a viewpoint change of 47°
(depending on the condition to which they were randomly assigned) and
half of which provided the same view before and after the delay. The
positions of objects on the table and the direction of the observer’s
movement were fully counterbalanced across the four conditions.

Fig. 2. Experimental conditions and the resulting retinal projections.

For all participants, the table rotated 47° on half of the trials. Thus,
observers who changed viewing positions received the same view
whenever the table rotated because they experienced a viewpoint shift
and a compensating orientation change. When the table was stable,
these observers experienced a viewpoint shift of 47°. In contrast,
observers who maintained the same viewing position on each trial

Results and Discussion
This experiment was designed to pit the ability to detect layout
changes when the orientation of the layout changed against that ability
when the viewpoint of the observer changed. Consistent with previous
findings of viewpoint dependence in the recognition of spatial layouts
of objects (Diwadkar & McNamara, 1997; Simons, 1996), changing the
orientation of the display in front of a stationary observer significantly
disrupted the detection of changes; observers in the orientation-change
condition identified the moved object significantly less accurately when

Fig. 3. Results of Experiments 1 and 2. Columns represent the percentage of correct responses. Error bars indicate standard errors.
Observers who did not change viewing position during each trial received a different retinal projection when the table rotated and the
same retinal projection when the table did not rotate. Observers who changed viewing position during each trial received the same
retinal projection when the table rotated to match their movement and a different retinal projection when the table did not rotate.
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the orientation of the layout changed (i.e., the table rotated) than when
they received an identical view before and after the retention interval,
t(11) = 5.9, p = .0001 (see Fig. 3).
The retinal projections of orientation changes and viewpoint
changes were equivalent in this study. Therefore, if recognition across
views is based solely on the retinal projection, performance should
have been equivalent for orientation and viewpoint changes. Yet, in
contrast with the results for the orientation condition, viewpoint
changes had no effect on accuracy in identifying the moved object.
Observers in the viewpoint-change condition were equally accurate
when they received a changed view (i.e., they moved to a different
viewing position) and when they received an identical view (i.e., the
table rotated to compensate for the shift in viewing position), t(11) =
1.3, p = .22. These findings suggest that different mechanisms underlie
scene recognition across orientation changes and viewpoint changes.
Even with displays that produce orientation dependence, observers are
able to detect changes to the layout across shifts in their viewing position. Note that in both conditions, observers knew in advance of each
trial whether the view would change and by how much; they were
familiar with the individual viewing positions and the magnitude of
the rotation.2 In fact, the experimenters simply alternated trials with
and without view changes, informing the subject in advance which sort
of trial was next.
One potential factor complicating interpretation of the results of
the first experiment was the presence of background landmarks in the
room with the table. The presence of these landmarks meant that the
two viewing positions in the viewpoint-change condition had additional indications of the magnitude of the change. Perhaps these extra
landmarks somehow facilitated the alignment of the current view to a
view-dependent representation. Alternatively, observers may have
coded the relations of the objects on the table relative to other landmarks in the room, thereby establishing an environment-centered representation that would be unaffected by observer movements. In order
to examine these possibilities more fully, we conducted a second
experiment that eliminated background landmarks.

EXPERIMENT 2
Method
The procedure and materials were identical to those of Experiment
1 with one important exception. In this experiment, background landmarks were eliminated by turning off the room lights and coating the
objects with phosphorescent paint. Twenty-four undergraduates at
Cornell University participated in exchange for course credit, with half
assigned to the viewpoint-change condition and half to the orientationchange condition.

Results
Eliminating the background landmarks had no effect on the pattern of results (see Fig. 3). Observers in the orientation-change condi2. It is possible that observers in the orientation-change condition had
less information for the magnitude of the change than did subjects in the
viewpoint-change condition. Ongoing studies are examining the possibility that allowing observers to control the rotation of the display will
improve performance.
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tion were significantly less accurate with a rotated view than with the
same view, t(11) = 7.0, p < . 0001. Observers in the viewpoint-change
condition were equally accurate when they received a changed view
(i.e., they walked to a different viewing position) and when they
received the same view (i.e., the table rotated to compensate for their
movement), t(11) = 1.0, p = .339. Even when orientation changes and
viewpoint changes produced the same changes to the retinal projection, accuracy was disrupted only when objects changed orientation
in front of a stationary observer. Performance was unaffected when
view changes were caused by shifts in the observer’s viewing position.

Discussion
As noted earlier, these results are not predicted by traditional models of object recognition, which do not distinguish between viewpoint
changes and orientation changes. Although mechanisms like the mental alignment of the current image with a stored template or interpolation from multiple stored views may explain recognition performance
when objects move in front of a stationary observer, additional mechanisms are needed to account for observers’ ability to recognize objects
in typical, real-world situations in which they view objects from different locations.
Two quite different mechanisms could account for why recognition is relatively independent of changes in viewing position. One
possibility, suggested by research on spatial reasoning discussed
earlier, is that observers form a representation of the objects in a
scene relative to a larger spatial framework (Huttenlocher & Presson,
1973, 1979; Presson, 1982). In an environment-centered representation, observer position would not affect recognition. Thus, the lack of
a disruption to recognition in our experiments may have resulted from
the formation of a representation that placed the entire spatial array
into the larger framework of the experimental room. Such a representation would have been unaffected by changes in observer position because the relation between the array and the surrounding
environment was unchanged. Display rotations, in contrast, would
have disrupted the relationship between the room and the display,
thereby reducing recognition accuracy. This explanation may
account for the results of the first experiment, but it is weakened by
those of the second experiment. To code spatial layout into a larger
spatial framework in Experiment 2, subjects would have had to use
an imagined room; none of the larger spatial framework was visible
during the trials.
Alternatively, observers may represent only the relation between
objects in the array and their own position. This viewer-centered representation could then be updated by a mechanism that automatically
takes visual, vestibular, or proprioceptive information into account to
adjust the representation for changes in observer position. Consistent
with prior research showing that accurate perception of self-motion
can be achieved with vestibular and proprioceptive information (e.g.,
Berthoz, Israel, Francois, Grasso, & Tsuzuku, 1995; Loomis et al.,
1993; Sholl, 1989), Experiment 2 suggests that if such an updating
mechanism exists, it does not depend exclusively on visual information to accommodate the change in observer position. Even without
such information, viewpoint changes caused no disruption to identification of changes in spatial layouts. Experiment 3 was conducted to
examine the effect of eliminating visual, vestibular, and proprioceptive
information during changes in viewing position on the ability to
update representations across such changes. If objects in the display
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are coded with respect to a larger, environment-centered spatial framework, then observers should not be disrupted as long as they can map
their own position onto that larger framework. If, however, an updating
mechanism accounts for the accurate recognition across viewpoint
changes, then eliminating feedback during the change in observer
position should disrupt performance.

EXPERIMENT 3
Method
The procedure was similar to the procedures of the first two experiments with several important exceptions. As in Experiment 1, the
lights were on in the testing room so that observers could see the larger
framework of the room. In this experiment, all 12 participants were in
the viewpoint-change condition. On each trial, observers started at one
viewpoint, sitting in a wheeled chair. After they viewed the array, the
curtain was lowered, and observers closed and covered their eyes. An
experimenter then wheeled them to the other viewing position while
spinning the chair rapidly. The result of this manipulation was that
observers could not sense their direction of motion. However, after
they were stopped, they opened their eyes and could readily determine
their position in the room. Furthermore, throughout the study, they
always moved from the original position to the same ending position
during each trial. That is, they knew the locations of the starting and
ending points within the room and had experienced each viewing position. When they reached the new position, the curtain was raised, and
the observers opened their eyes and responded.

Results and Discussion
Unlike in the first two experiments, observers in this experiment
were less accurate when they received a different view (caused by
the observer moving) than when they received the same view (i.e.,
when the table rotated to compensate for the change in their viewing
position): Observers showed a consistent decline in accuracy in the
different-view condition (M = 64.6% correct) relative to the sameview condition (M = 72.5%). The mean difference between these
conditions (M = 7.92%, SE = 2.08%) was significant, paired t(11) =
3.8, p = .003. Of the 12 participants, 9 were more accurate when
receiving the same view, and none were more accurate with a different view (3 were equally accurate in the two conditions), Z = 2.694,
p = .007 (by a Wilcoxon test). Although observers were exposed to
the experimental room, were given the opportunity to place the display into the larger scene context of the room, were familiar with
each viewing position, and knew the direction and extent of their
motion through the room, accuracy was diminished by interfering
with processing as observers changed viewing positions.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The three experiments in this report suggest that view changes
caused by rotating an array are not equivalent to those caused by
observer movement. Although display rotations produce viewpointdependent recognition, observer movements apparently do not. When
observers are given sufficient information to update their position with
respect to the array, recognition appears to be independent of the observ-
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ers’ viewpoint. By investigating the sorts of view changes that observers
typically experience, our experiments highlight a potentially important
difference in layout recognition in these two conditions. Whereas display rotations require effortful processing and sometimes produce viewpoint dependence in recognition, movements of the observer are less
disruptive. What differences in mechanisms underlie this distinction?
Although our experiments cannot conclusively pinpoint the
processes underlying the relative viewpoint independence in the
viewpoint-change condition, they do suggest some mechanisms
that may be involved and others that probably are not. Although the
results of Experiment 1 fit well with the hypothesis of a represented
link between the display and the larger reference frame of the room,
the results of Experiments 2 and 3 are problematic for the notion of an
environment-centered representation. According to such models, disruptions to the formation of a mapping between the display and the
larger reference frame should lead to a decline in accuracy. Yet in
Experiment 2, in which displays were viewed in the dark, observers
were not disrupted by a view change even though they were not given
the opportunity to form a representation of the relationship between
the display and the larger reference frame of the room. Furthermore,
the hypothesized link between the display and the larger reference
frame should be independent of the processes involved in getting from
one viewing position to another. If observers form a link between the
layout and the room, they should show equally accurate recognition
from any position in that room; updating of spatial position over time
should play no role in recognition. However, the results of Experiment
3 show that even when observers are given the opportunity to form a
link between the display and the larger reference frame, the view
change affects recognition if observers are not able to update their
position over time.
Our results suggest that recognition of spatial layout across view
changes caused by observer movement depends, at least partially, on
updating the representation as the observer moves. A critical topic for
future research is what information observers use to perform this
updating. Experiment 2 demonstrated that visual information alone is
not necessary to support updating. Experiment 3 eliminated visual,
vestibular, and proprioceptive information, producing a significant disruption to recognition across view changes. Taken together, these
results suggest that vestibular information, proprioceptive information,
or both play a role in the updating process. Observers appear to form a
viewer-centered representation upon first viewing a spatial layout.
During a display rotation, they do not have information about the view
change, so they cannot automatically update their representation. As a
result, they show view-dependent detection. In contrast, during a viewing position change, observers have other information specifying the
change. Presumably they can use these other sources of information to
adjust or update their representation for their own shift in position.
When they reach the new viewing position, they still have a viewercentered representation of the layout, but it has been modified and now
corresponds to their current viewing position. Further studies are
needed to tease apart the separate contributions of visual, vestibular,
and proprioceptive information to this updating mechanism.
In sum, these studies point to the importance of considering the
typical behaviors of an organism in the study of representations. By
limiting studies of recognition across views to changes in display orientation, previous studies neglected a potentially important component of object recognition—the updating of representations to
compensate for changes in viewing position. Although both display
rotations and observer movements can produce equivalent changes to
319
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the projection of a display on the retinas, the behaviors causing the
changes may lead to strikingly different mental representations. Our
data suggest that observers form a representation of a spatial layout
that is dependent on observer position, but provided that sufficient
information is available, they can flexibly adjust or update their representation to achieve viewpoint-independent recognition.
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